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 You are a pivotal leader and an influential executive in the Israeli 
HealthTech ecosystem

 You share the vision of Israeli multi-disciplinary HealthTech, as a 
growth engine

 You are challenged by ecosystem gaps that result in an untapped 
industry potential

 You are in a position to create game-changing solutions through a 
cross-sector, integrated approach

 You seek to accelerate local and global wellbeing and cure

YOU ARE AN ASSET TO 
THE  NETWORK!
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it’s all about the people



 OUR VISION

 AN ECOSYSTEM
APPROACH

 OUR MISSION

 OUR NETWORK

 OUR STRATEGY

 8400
 EXECUTIVE
TEAM

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS

Israel’s HealthTech industry leverages the country’s human and
digital assets to accelerate global cure and build a powerful growth 
engine for Israel. 

A thriving HealthTech industry must be fueled and nurtured by a vibrant 
ecosystem, sharing a common goal, language and collaborative approach.

Weave a globally connected network of Israeli HealthTech leaders, who 
collaborate across sectors and silos, to realize opportunities and close 
ecosystem gaps. 

All Network’s Bios
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Daphna Murvitz, Co-Founder & CEO

Noa Epstein Tennenhaus, VP Programs & Marketing

Michal Kahan, VP Development & Partnerships

Michal Goldner, Director of Network Success

Sandra Bouhnik Lipman, Administrative Manager

Mr. Marius Nacht

Dr. Yair Schindel, MD

Dr. Yuval Cabilly

Prof. Rivka Carmi

WHAT IS          ?

Harnessing the power of networks, 8400 connects Israeli and global 
HealthTech ecosystem leaders through programs and events that provide 
cross-silo platforms for learning and action to close ecosystem gaps in 
areas such as talent & skills, R&D infrastructure, growth funding and 
advanced regulation. 8400 advances this vision by incubating and seeding 
cross-silo ecosystem growth projects and collaborations.

8400th.org

AMONG OUR PARTNERS

AYALA & EILON
TIROSH

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/588d28_f4d0d21d11fc45a29b01310636e851b4.pdf
https://www.8400thn.org/


The 8400 Network is built from annual cohorts of senior Israeli and global HealthTech ecosystem leaders, 
who are selected and admitted for an intensive 17 day fellowship across 7 months, in Israel and the US. The 
program’s tailor-made curriculum is built in partnership with Harvard Business School Executive Education, 
Israel Innovation Authority, MIG, SIT and key industry and opinion leaders, creating a continuous platform 
for breaking silos, peer learning and designing ecosystem growth initiatives. 8400 fellowship graduates join 
the 8400 Network.
We are accepting applications for cohort #3 of the 8400 fellowship , which will be conducted in 
partnership with Joint Elka, Israel Innovation Authority and the National Initiative Digital Israel, Ministry 
of Social Equality.

LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

fellowship
segments

years

within

Israeli HealthTech 
network members

fellowship sites - Israel & Boston 
- Harvard Business School

languages - 
English & Hebrew

main industry sectors: 
bio-convergence* and 

digital health

active Network 
members to date

fellowship 
days

Cohort #1, 2018
Harvard Business School

LEADERSHIP PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

cohort members
per year

8400 FELLOWSHIP 8400 NETWORK MEMBERSHIP IMPACT
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COHORT COMPOSITION

CROSS-SILO
ECOSYSTEM 
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INDUSTRY 
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TECH 
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IT
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DEVICE
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BIO-CONVERGENCE*

LEARNING AXIS
Here are examples of the topics that will be touched on in the 
program’s curriculum. The cohort will explore trends, dilemmas, 
challenges and best practices therein.

HEALTHTECH 
GROWTH 
ENGINE 

NETWORK OF 
NETWORKS

VIBRANT ECOSYSTEM

NETWORK

CREATE
ECOSYSTEM 

GROWTH 
PROJECTS

LEARN

LEADERSHIP

INDUSTRY 
KNOWLEDGE

MANAGEMENT 
SKILLS

INFRASTRUCTURE
& RESOURCES

MULTINATIONALS &
GLOBAL NETWORK

TECH
TRANSFER

TALENT & SKILLS

POLICY & 
REGULATION

FUNDING

17. Adaptive leadership 
18. Inter-cultural competencies
19. Ethical aspects
20. Building partnerships & 
collaborations
21. Systematic Inventive 
Thinking - SIT

INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SKILLS LEADERSHIP

1. Bio-convergence tools
2. Drug / cure discovery and 
development
3. Tech Transfer
4. AI / Big data 
5. IP management 
6. Regulatory issues 
7. Journey towards the FDA/EMA
8. Navigating the US market

9. Negotiations
10. Decision making 
11. Finance and fundraising
12. Crisis & risk management
13. Exec presentations
14. Org talent & development 
15. Team building
16. Managing Boards

*BIO-CONVERGENCE is an innovative approach that 
integrates biology with engineering, AI, physics, 
computation, nanotechnology, materials science and 
advanced genetic engineering.



"Being an active member of a network that will make the Israeli HealthTech ecosystem fly is a mission I am 
wholly committed to." / Mr. Gil Granot-Mayer, Yeda, Weizmann institute

"Given the fact that the knowledge in the academia does not align with the knowledge in the industry, 8400 
position at the center of both, is a perfect stepping stone for initiating a first of its kind academic course, 
named "Basic Concepts in Drug Development" / Prof. Noam Shomron, Tel Aviv University

"As a clinician-scientist, the 8400 Leadership program has had a major impact on most aspects of my 
functions.  The ability to connect to such a rich and talented global network of leaders in medical innovations 
has deeply transformed my personal approach to medical innovation" / Prof. Eli Sprecher, MD, Ichiliov

“The opportunities from being involved in the 8400 health network have started from already the first 
meetings" / Dr. Noah Liel, MD, Soroka

"The 8400 program creates a unique opportunity for connections and collaborations that impact the biomed 
world, groundbreaking research in academia & hospitals, and care-giving to patients." /  Mr. Eyal Gura, 

Zebra Medical

"I am part of 8400 because I want people who can make a difference to join forces and help realize the 
potential." / Mr. Marius Nacht, aMoon

"I joined the 8400 network because I am a strong believer in co-leading." /  Dr. Michal Rosen Zvi, IBM 

Research

"The networking was extremely valuable and advanced my company’s progress in various ways." /  Dr. Tehila 

Ben Moshe, Biond Biologic

"I am part of 8400 because this is what Israel needs." /  Dr. Yair Schindel, MD,  aMoon

"I joined 8400 because we are on the verge of a biotech revolution that needs the brainpower multipliers of 
all the stakeholders in Israel." / Dr. Iris Grossman, Camp4

"Undoubtedly, 8400, with participants from the Innovation Authority in Cohort 1 and 2, has an impact ... 
the extensive knowledge revealed about the difficulties and opportunities in the various fields of medical 
technologies, in strengthening the networking that has effectively enabled many players in Israel and 
abroad. There are quite a few 8400 attendees to stand alongside the Israeli Innovation Authority and 
contribute to their experience in paving the way." / Mr. Zachi Schnarch, Israel Innovation Authority

COHORT #1, #2 TESTIMONIALS

FEB 25-27
 2020

MARCH 29-31
2020

MAY 3-4
2020

JUNE 21-25
BOSTON-HBS

JULY 8-9
2020

JAN 26-27 
2020

1 2 3 4 5 6 JOIN THE 8400 NETWORK

FELLOWSHIP TIMELINE

CONNECT                   LEARN                   DESIGN                   IMPACT                  CONNECT 
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Deadline for online 
applications

Exposure days & personal 
meetings

Admission offers Fellowship starts

31 October 25 November 
- 2 December

16-23
December

26-27 
January

•	 If you have any questions, please contact network@8400thn.org

CLICK TO APPLY!

THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS

HOW TO APPLY?
READY TO START YOUR APPLICATION? 
We recommend that you prepare the following items in advance of clicking the application form button 
bellow, and have them ready to be uploaded:

•	 Application essay - up to 250 words:
How would you accelerate the Israeli HealthTech ecosystem? Specifically:
1. How would you address the 2-3 main ecosystem gaps you identify, to advance Israel as a 

HealthTech powerhouse?
2. How would a multi-sector / multi-disciplinary and integrated approach contribute to this goal?

•	 Profile photo (jpeg)
•	 Short biography - up to 70 words, in English, in third person
•	 CV - up to 2 pages, in English (word doc, Calibri font size 11)
•	 Contact details of 2 references

Please note the following prior to starting your online application:

The 8400 program invites applications from non-Government HealthTech ecosystem leaders: C-level 

managers, founders and serial entrepreneurs, leading PI's, Directors and Deputy Directors - from Academia, 

Tech transfer, Industry, Hospitals, HMOs and NGOs.

•	 8400 fellowship graduates join the 8400 Network, where long term active engagement is expected, in 

different touch points on a continuous basis. 

•	 Admission decisions will comply with equality, diversity, transparency and conflict of interest criteria.

•	 Admission decisions will be driven, in part, by cohort composition considerations.

•	 A participation fee of 9,000 NIS will be incurred (8% of the full program cost per participant).

BEFORE YOU APPLY

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSclvxKdzDmm2k3OZsnGgr3b9VVioYljM2r7wSAz5p3MlKvPNA/viewform

